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Abstract
Cinema and filmmaking have evolved over the years into a means of creatively telling a story. The combination of camera angle, movement, framing, and composition is used to convey narrative in so many variations. However, cinematic techniques have been used extensively in media other than film, and one of those media that has adopted the cinematic approach to conveying narrative, feeling, and story is video games. As video games have evolved in their narrative complexity and graphical realism, cinematic techniques have become increasingly common in video game storytelling. Narratologists argue that video games often mimic the look and experience of films by adopting similar cinematic techniques or introducing cut scenes, which are small digital films. This article aims to categorize and compare video game storytelling and its use of cinematic techniques across genres, generations, and platforms by examining relevant articles and recent updates from the video game industry. The use of cinematic storytelling in video games could respond to the evolving film industry to create a more immersive and interactive form of storytelling. Video game storytelling can also benefit from adopting cinematic techniques to increase player engagement and emotional connection with the game's narrative and immersion to world-building and mythos presented in the video games.
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Introduction
One of the developments in the film industry in Indonesia has experienced quite significant changes, namely the emergence of various kinds of works that can be enjoyed and accepted by the public. Film itself is considered capable of being an effective communication medium in conveying messages and information to the audience and is able to connect all viewers directly or indirectly (Kubrak, 2020). Film can be seen based on the story themes that emerge, such as discussing social realities which indirectly connect the audience with shared meanings and perceptions (Hong, 2021). A film's ability to become a good work cannot be separated from
artistic photography techniques which include camera angles, moving images, image composition, and lighting arrangements, which are several supporting techniques in creating good cinematography in conveying messages, as well as being equipped with scenarios and artistic arrangements. which synergize with each other in creating a message delivery to the audience (Liu, 2023).

The film industry in Indonesia developed gradually starting on December 5 1900 with an interval of 5 years with the concept of showing live pictures at Schwarz's house, so that the term The Rojal Bioscope emerged, with this the emergence of buildings for film art performances. In 1951-1955, the continuous development of cinema buildings throughout Indonesia reached its peak, namely the establishment of an organization of All Indonesian Cinema Entrepreneurs (GAPEBI) which evolved into the All Indonesian Cinema Association (GABSI) (Budiartawan et al., 2022).

Developments in the film or cinematography industry itself are not only taking place. The usage of technology in cinematography has undergone significant advancements over the years, revolutionizing the filmmaking process and enhancing the visual storytelling experience. Technology combines the art of film with learning media based on e-learning and mobile learning, which of course uses technological devices to present information and communication (Kumar & Jothi, 2021). With changes like this, it is demanded that the use of cinematography not only be included in visual presentation but also extend to cinematography packaged in the use of technology, one of which is games.

In this study, we will explore the idea of combining storytelling using cinematics technique that are constructed withiing the potential of interactivity and immersivity of video games. Due to lack of previous study are being done regarding this area of research, especially in Indonesia, we are interested in analyzing storytelling more deeply in its application to video games in such a way as to give rise to perceptions and insights into cinematic storytelling and of course This can determine the user's interest in each video game with different genres.

**Literature Review**

In the development of film, the film itself also has a concept with documentary film art which participates in completing one of its developments. Documentary films themselves are considered to have an important position in conveying a story more realistically, namely in accordance with events and reality based on facts and data. Documentary films began to be freely shown in Indonesia after the reform era (Hanan, 2021). In 2002, documentary film works began to appear, which were packaged both professionally and amateurly. just one subject but has grown into a big medium. In every documentary film, it is not far from the use of storytelling in presenting and explaining every detail of the story, message and information that will be conveyed to the audience (Hasan, 2020). Storytelling is considered a form of communication that is effective in conveying it to the mass media, so that a message and story can is well received by the general public, storytelling is equipped with a form of visual communication, namely on the cinematography side it is designed in such a way that it uses shooting techniques so that the audience is able to interpret the message transmission well (Mokhtar & Othman, 2022).

Video games are one of the game media that is of interest to many people from all walks of life, both small children and even adults. The scope of games themselves is one of the entertainment media. Video Games using electronic devices and they involve one, two or even
more players in making decisions, namely controlling the storyline in a game to achieve the goals determined in the game (Barnabé, 2019). The development of video games itself in the era of the rise of technology and the application of digital to aspects of people's lives, does not rule out the possibility that the video game industry has increased rapidly since 2009 and reached its peak in 2015. The development of the video game industry itself has given rise to many variations in the types of games in video games. Video games that circulate among the community or their users and the development of video games themselves is not only created in offline media, but variations of online games are also emerging (Mo et al., 2018; Oliver et al., 2016). With adequate internet access to enter the digital world, it is not difficult for users to get a variety of existing game types such as League of Legends, Minecraft, Ragnarok, Resident Evil and games like Point Blank which are of course much in demand by users. The development of existing video games also has various genres, namely action, Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPG) and Massively Multiplayer Online First Person Shooter (MMOFPS) (Chen et al., 2020; H. Wang et al., 2021).

In the design and development stage of the concept of a video game, it is considered important, one of which is getting to know the user more closely, which means that the target user in the game is who and is appropriate so that the video game created can be played. Thus, studying users and researching games that have been circulating before is considered very necessary because it is one of the processes of the perception analysis approach (Bradford, 2020; Kudláč, 2019; Sugiyo & Purwasutti, 2017). Storytelling is basically a procedure for combining images with a soundtrack which includes images, music and video. Storytelling includes seven elements that are considered efficient in delivery, namely point of view, dramatic question, emotional content, the gift of your voice, soundtrack, economy and pacing. The use of storytelling in the implementation of interactive multimedia such as websites, films and even games makes it a special concern for its users. Through the application of storytelling with a combination of textural, visual, auditory and other interactive features in video games, it creates a new experience and challenge for users when playing. In implementing storytelling, there are several stages that must be considered, namely determining the theme of the story, writing the story text, designing the storyboard, writing the script, choosing the appearance of the image, inserting the soundtrack and finally, there is support for special effects and transitions (Bozdog & Galloway, 2020; Kudláč, 2019; Tarnowetzki, 2015).

Cinematics cutscenes in video games are pre-rendered or scripted sequences that use a combination of animation, visual effects, and audio to tell a specific part of the game's narrative. These sequences often serve to advance the plot, provide character development, or showcase important events (Fox, 2016; Tianean et al., 2020). Cutscenes often serve as transitions between different gameplay segments. They help maintain a smooth flow between interactive gameplay and narrative moments, preventing abrupt shifts that might break immersion (Gilbert, 2019). While traditionally cutscenes were pre-rendered, recent advancements allow for real-time cinematics, where game engines render the scenes on-the-fly. This blurs the line between gameplay and cinematics, offering a more seamless experience (Bradford, 2020). Some games, especially those with episodic content, use cutscenes to create a serial narrative structure. Each episode may end with a cliffhanger or a significant revelation, encouraging players to continue playing (Sahdev, 2011). Prior studies focused on how to implement cutscene effectively whether in technique, application to usage to convey narrative (Barnabé, 2019; Bollo, 2017; Evin et al., 2022; Tianean et al., 2020; Yang & Zisiadis, 2014). However,
there are still limited on studies that focused on elements that are required to adopt cinematography in video games. This paper is our attempt to answer that gap.

**Research Methods**

This research uses a qualitative approach, more specifically an exploratory study approach. A qualitative approach is a research approach used to understand, explain and analyse a context from a non-exact perspective and emphasises in-depth understanding, meaning, context and interpretation [ref]. An exploratory approach was chosen because the phenomenon of the application of cinematic storytelling in video games is still limited. The main objective of an exploratory study is to identify, describe and classify the elements or variables involved in the said phenomenon (Pallesen et al., 2015; B. Wang et al., 2019). We also use the form of a case study, which is an in-depth study of a case that is an appropriate description of the phenomenon we are researching (Ecenbarger, 2016).

There are plenty of video games using a cinematics approach, in the times when AAA studios and Indie developers alike are pushing the computing capability to run a video game, practically all video games have some element of cinematics video game storytelling through cutscenes, in-game events, and trailers. However, in this study we will focused on 3 different games from 3 different genre to gather a more comprehensive insight on how storytelling in video games works:

1. **The Last of Us (TLoU)** released on 2013 followed by its sequel on 2020 is one of the most successful action video games released on PS3 system at first and now multi-platform household title. This video games takes the popularity of Walking Dead and other zombie-based media combined with drama to draft one of the strongest and most impactful video game opening sequence of all time.

2. **Beyond: Two Souls (BTS)** is a narrative-driven video game released on 2015 and developed by Quantic Dream, a developer specialized in this genre. BTS introduced back and forth time flow in its narrative presentation making this game is a rather unique in its own genre.

3. **The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (BotW) and its sequel: Tears of the Kingdom (TotK)**, are renowned as the best action adventure game ever released for Nintendo Switch. Released in 2017 and 2023, respectively, from the opening scene only, BotW has inspired other video games like Genshin Impact, Assassin’s Creed Oddysey, and Windbound.

In this research, we reviewed each game using video game movie YouTube channels such as Gamer’s Little Playground (https://www.youtube.com/@glp) and MKIceAndFire (https://www.youtube.com/@MKIceAndFire), and our playthrough. The review focuses on how the story is told in these games, especially from a cinematic storytelling approach. We also did surveys distributed through narrative-heavy game forums to gain insight from players who enjoyed this type of storytelling in video games. The results of our review are summarized and grouped in various kinds of storytelling.

**Results and Discussion**

Based on analyzing our playthrough, video game movies were provided online, and data was collected from 164 survey respondents from various video game forums. Here are our
findings presented in a case study to see what went right when applying cinematic techniques in video games.

**Case Study 1: The Last of Us**

The Last of Us (TLoU) series is a critically acclaimed action-adventure game set in a post-apocalyptic world. The first installment follows Joel, a smuggler, and Ellie, a young girl immune to a devastating infection, as they navigate dangerous environments and confront moral dilemmas. The sequel, "The Last of Us Part II," expands the narrative, introducing new characters and exploring the consequences of actions. Both games are praised for their cinematic storytelling, realistic characters, and emotional depth, setting a high standard for narrative-driven gaming experiences. The series has influenced modern storytelling in video games, emphasizing character development and immersive storytelling.

They create excitement in the game through a cinematic approach employing several key elements. Firstly, the use of realistic motion capture and advanced animation technology allows for lifelike facial expressions and character movements, enhancing emotional appeal and player engagement. Secondly, developers leverage sophisticated cinematography techniques with framing, camera angles, and scene transitions reminiscent of films (see Fig 1). This creates a visually immersive experience and dramatizes pivotal moments in the story, infusing a cinematic quality into the gameplay.

![Figure 1: TLOU Cutscene and Gameplay Meeting](image)

Thirdly, outstanding voice acting brings characters to life with authentic dialogue and emotions, reinforcing the player's connection to the characters and deepening the overall narrative experience (See Fig 2). Lastly, a strong and complex narrative with deep characters adds an additional layer to the story. Player decisions in the game also significantly impact the storyline, increasing the player's sense of responsibility for the fate of the main characters. Overall, combining these elements creates an exciting gaming experience in terms of gameplay and captivates players through a deep and convincing cinematic approach.
Case Study 2: Beyond: Two Souls

Beyond: Two Souls (BTS) is an interactive narrative-driven video game whose main mechanic is choosing an action that will result in different outcomes in the narrative. This is one of the video games that cast professional actors and actresses as characters: William DaFoe, Ellen Page (now Elliot Page), and Eric Winter. The whole game is developed using motion and face capture to simulate realistic animation in action and face. The entire action is captured and produced similarly to develop a cinema. Almost all cinematic techniques and storytelling tropes are used in this video game. From camera movement, various lighting effects, Chekhov’s gun, action sequence, and angled reveal are used within the narrative development of this video game.

Like all, if not most, video games within this genre, life is strange, heavy rain, and the wolf among us benefits heavily from cinematics technique. It is almost indistinguishable from interactive movies like Choose Love, Bandersnatch, and A Heist with Markplier. The only difference is one provided by a streaming service or typical cinema provider; the other is available on Steam or specific video game provider. Some of these “video games”, are shot using actually video clips, like Erica, Love is Around Us, and Death Come True, to even blur the two media more. BTS has an interesting aspect that are unique to this genre: non-linear time flow. However, this is perhaps one the reason, characterization in this game is prominent compared to others is the same genre: the usage of professional actors and actresses to nail the narrative cinematically (See Fig. 3).

One of the storytelling technique that used in cinema are non-linear storytelling. Cinema utilized this in form of flashback, sub-plot narrative, in-depth character development arc and
currently, to support a shared universe storytelling. Video game does utilize the same application, there are video game that have flashbacks to tell a narrative in a more depth and different perspective. However, BTS tell a story about a character from her childhood to adulthood with all the problem, condition, and character development is told with a non-linear flow in episodic manner. Like all episodic storytelling, the usage of foreshadowing are used heavily in this video game, but all concept, condition and lore in the narrative are told conclusively using the next episode, regardless of time line linearity. The story presented have a coherent timeline and can be viewed using a linear timeline like a traditional cinema. Still, the best way to enjoy the whole narrative is by using the intended flow, a non-linear narrative presentation, which makes this video game an interesting case study regarding the usage of cinematic in video games.

**Study Case 3: The Legend of Zelda**

The Legend of Zelda (LoZ) is one of the household names alongside Mario and Sonic as one of the video game industry’s earliest icons. LoZ are typically action adventure game that keep re-inventing itself with the plethora of mechanics that are unique to Nintendo as a platform and LoZ as a franchise. Breath of The Wild (BoTW) is one of the earliest game release for Nintendo Switch change the concept of openworld that over saturated in video games industry at that time with return to sandbox approach, akin to minecraft. At first, the narrative presented in this video game are limited to a single cutscene at the beginning and end of tutorial area (which itself is about 6 hours of gameplay), clearly narrative is not the aims of BoTW. However, BoTW is regarded as one the best video games of all times, there are some application of narrative presentation that we can learn from this game.

BoTW entice player to explore, it is shown from the vista shown at the beginning of the games, where players are shown to the panoramic shot of the world. This value are presented in its narrative presentation. Besides interaction with NPC, there are 2 more ways BoTW presents its narratives: cutscene and geographical. One of the most interesting mechanics of BoTW are memories, where you need to go to a specific place shown just by pictures where you will presented the narrative. These cutscenes are presented not linearly because players, like the game suggest, explore the world and find those cutscenes by literally stumble upon them. Without guides and internet, a typical player will not find the whole story. But that is also make the narrative presentation are precious, because its not what drive the storytelling, but become part of the game mechanics (See Fig 4).

![Figure 4: Cutscene in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild](image-url)
Geographical storytelling is one of the more obscure techniques, especially for cinematic storytelling, but in the game like BoTW it becomes one of the strongest elements for narrative presentation. Some cutscenes show places where the event occurs, whatever happens in that cutscene retains in geographical area of the world setting. This creates a very strong immersivity where player not only see the cutscene, but also interact with the aftermath. BoTW are continued with its sequel, Tears of the Kingdom (TotK), which many players agree, make BoTW seems like a technical demo due to the expansive development in all areas compared to BoTW.

TotK takes one more step beyond BoTW in presenting its narrative, due to its world size, most players might not appreciate the narrative presented in BoTW. TotK still present the important cutscenes as players explore, but now player can find it more easily. TotK introduce air travel where players can enjoy the world using bird eye perspective. A large image on the ground shows all narrative presented, akin to Nazca lines, and player must look of a tear drop image on the larger image. This make cutscene are more accessible and manageable to player. Despite the significantly larger world, TotK presents the narrative more effectively than BoTW, and both stay true the value of the game: exploration (See Fig 5).

**Figure 5: Bird Eye View in Tears of the Kingdom**

**Discussion**

Based on the elaboration on those study cases, we managed to identified key elements that support the usage of cinematics in video games successfully: a sound and compelling narrative is critical factor that ensure successful storytelling, regardless of media, however in video games, such narrative must be presented within video game environment and platform, which is interactive. Making player to choose decision within the narrative with results in different outcomes like that TLOU and BTS shown is one of the common usage of storytelling within video game. Choice matters in video games are varying, like in BTS it could drive the narrative to totally different outcomes. Other video games who has this kind of storytelling are Heavy Rain, Detroit: Become Human and Wolf among Us. Other trope like TLoU have lesser role for choice, because in the end goal of the narrative, it doesn't derived much, which in video game could ruin the immersivity from narrative standpoint.

Other critical factor is to use cinematography approach in conducting cutscene, whether it is the process like TLoU or the actor in BTS. This are done to ensure the quality of the cinematics usage in video game are on par or even exceed the cinema experience. Artistic and emotional presentation that are often shown in cinema are only can be replicated in video games by professionals in their field. Video game developers, in the end, are not cinematographer. Expanding the teams to include professional in their field allow video game developers to focus on their strengths while pushing the boundaries of storytelling in video games.
developer to develop more in the video game aspects rather than spreading thin. Other video games like Death Stranding, Until Dawn and Mass Effect Trilogy.

Video games is ultimately an interactive media, presenting narrative in this environment should be a journey that are controlled by player, not presented linearly. BotW and TotK are both excellent study cases where how cinematics and narrative are presented as part of the video game progression and exploration. Narrative presented in this way may not can be explored or enjoyed by all player, however players who do, are rewarded by how the video game lore and mythology are all about. Other video games who also use this trope are Souls franchise, Witcher 3, Firewatch and Red Dead Redemption.

Conclusions

The film industry in Indonesia has undergone significant changes, marked by the emergence of diverse works that connect with the audience through effective communication. Storytelling via cinematic techniques is now applicable to many other media, including Video Games. We have examined video games in study cases to successfully implement and adopt a cinematics approach in storytelling for a video game. We found three critical factors that should help developers to craft narrative presentations in video games: choice matters, usage of the cinematography professionals and inclusion within gameplay.

These findings should be able to kickstart more studies within the research area. Project Management within video game should be affected with inclusion of cinematics narrative presentation. Acceptance on video game narrative presentation within players should be explored to ensure the successful adoption.
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